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White is the color of angels and brides, moonlight and lily of the valley. It is capable of endless

subtleties; fragile or strong, it can be transparent as ice, opaque as marble, in love with light as a

diamond.Now the secrets of using this most challenging color are explored and shared by the

editors of Victoria magazine in At Home with White. More than 150 beautiful photographs feature

the many decorating styles created or enhanced by the color white -- richly traditional, clean-lined

contemporary, rustic country, breezy tropical, lushly romantic. Victoria takes us on an informative

tour of the exquisite fabrics that bring these styles to life, from hardworking cottons to sophisticated

linens to precious laces. We are invited into the wonderful, magical world of summer, a season that

seems as if it were created expressly for white, and into the private places in our homes made

intimate and fresh with white bedroom, bathroom, dressing room. The white gardens, porches, and

terraces that serve as refuges in our lives are explored as is the long-standing friendship between

white an blue. Throughout the book are profiles of homeowners who have spun some magic of their

own with this most intriguing color.
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I never realized there were so many ways you can conceiveof using the color white.Color swatches

don't do the trickthat this book delivers. It shows a whole room mostly white but with other colors to

complement the decor.This is not new, but done in such aunique manner. For example, a living

room is made almost twice its size visually, when opened up with white paint. I agree



wholehardedly, nothing pairs together better withwhite than blue. One of the Master bedrooms

proves it.Eventhe little touches of the hat boxes reflects the beauty of blueand white. The idea is to

show white as a color and it does.It shows thestark drama of black and white tile.Floral

arrangements are better perceived against white,witness a multi-colored bridal

bouquet.Interspersed on many pages are the gorgeous white picture frames that are subtly placed

throughout thebook that are finally in fashion again.I love to justlook at this book.

This book is full of many wonderful ideas on how to achieve your own 'white' space. The effect is

fresh and romantic, and somehow soothing. The images within are simply elegant. Lovely, and

highly recommended!

I have gotten more out of other decorating books but for anyone that appreciates decorating with

white, this book is a wonderful addition to your collection. It presents a variety of ideas on how to

achieve that "bleached-beach" look to any home. I refer to it often.

I keep this book by my chair to browse through when I am feeling tired or stressed. It's beautiful

pages are both soothing and inspiring, with many ideas for enriching an environment with texture,

and combining old and new objects. I see something I hadn't noticed in the photos each time I

browse through. Fans of the Shabby Chic look would probably enjoy this book.

This book was in great shape, good price and fast service. I wouold certainly use this seller again. I

appreciate the books that I can hold in my hand. I have seen people with Kindles with cookbooks

and diet books, they have lots of trouble going back and finding things. I am a READER of Books

and that's why I appreciate sellers that sell actual BOOKS in good shape. Thank you

I couldn't believe how fast this order was filled!!! The book arrived the next day!!! It was as good as

brand new!!! I'll be redecorating my whole house in white for the summer. Excellent book, excellent

customer service, THANK YOU!

I like this book. The pages are filled with romantic, white dÃ©cor. If you are a fan of flowers, lace

and white dishes than this is a good book for you. It is an older book and you can tell that but it has

classic ideas in it that can be used today.



This little book is full of pretty photographs and ideas for using white as a color. As with all Victoria

Magazine products, beauty and atmosphere are presented as the way to inspire the reader. It is

very enjoyable for one to page through looking at the photographs.
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